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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORE PREDICTION:
THE BOOKWORM’S BY-THE-NUMBERS CHECKLIST

1.

It all starts with Tempo: The first step in predicting the score
of a college basketball game is determining the game tempo
and estimating the number of possessions for both teams.
An accurate estimate of possessions is essential because
possessions serve as the starting point for determining the
number of scoring opportunities for each team.

2.

From Possessions to Scoring Opportunities: Once you have
estimated the tempo of the game and the resulting number
of possessions, the next step in predicting the game score is
to focus on the two factors that affect the number of scoring
opportunities that each team will have: Offensive Rebounds
and Turnovers.

3.

Allocating Scoring Opportunities: Next up is to determine
how each team will use their scoring opportunities. There are
three, and only three ways, that scoring opportunities can be
spent: Three-point shot attempts; Two-point shot attempts;
and scoring attempts that result in getting to the Free Throw
line. Obviously, scoring opportunities are precious. That’s why
coaches and players should spend them wisely.

4.

Scoring Efficiency is the Key to Winning: In any sport,
efficiency is the single most important factor that controls
winning and losing and by how much. In basketball, it
comes down to scoring as many points as possible with each
possession of the basketball.

5.

6.

The Get In and Win Score Sheet provides the Game Plan:
To help organize the score prediction process, use the
Bookworm’s proprietary Get In and Win College Basketball
Score Sheet. The Score Sheet provides a step-by-step method
for forecasting the score of a college basketball game. All you
have to do is plug the relevant statistics into the easy-to-use
Score Sheet and — presto — out pops an accurate prediction
of the game score. Best of all, it’s free and can be found in the
Free Stuff Section at www.BookwormSports.com.

Get out of the bleachers and use your expert basketball
knowledge to GET IN THE GAME: Of course, crunching
the numbers is just where the score prediction fun begins.
To really get it right, you need to consider how the teams
matchup against each other and adjust the calculated
numbers up or down based on your own experience,
knowledge and judgment.

Good luck, have fun and may
the odds be with you!!!

1.TEMPO/POSSESSIONS

IT ALL STARTS WITH TEMPO
The first step in predicting the score of a college basketball game
is determining the game tempo and estimating the number of
possessions for both teams. During the course of the game, teams
move the ball up and down the court switching from offense to
defense alternating possession of the basketball.
Because possessions switch back and forth sequentially, each team
will have the same number of possessions as their opponent. Tempo
refers to the speed at which possessions alternate. Will the game be
played at an attacking fast-break pace, a slow-it-down walk-it-up
speed, or somewhere in between? Typically in college basketball,
fewer than 65 possessions per game is a slow tempo, 65-68 is average
and 69 or more is fast.
An accurate estimate of possessions is essential because possessions
serve as the starting point for determining the number of scoring
opportunities that each team will have. The faster a game is played
the more scoring opportunities there will be. Remember, since
possession of the ball alternates back and forth sequentially in a
basketball game, the number of possessions that each team has must
be the same.
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WHY POSSESIONS ARE IMPORTANT
Having a reasonable estimate of game tempo enables you to make a
sensible forecast of the number of scoring opportunities each team
will have.
When managing an investment portfolio, my principle consideration
is properly allocating the precious investment capital that has been
entrusted to my care. That’s because the amount of capital that any
investor has is limited. Thus, it is paramount to deploy the capital
carefully to maximize investment returns while minimizing risk.
Possessions in a basketball game can be viewed in the same way as
investment capital. Since possessions are limited in number (which
obviously makes them precious), coaches and players should spend
them wisely to maximize their value.

POSSESIONS ARE PRECIOUS
Basketball statistical analyst, John Hollinger who is currently the Vice
President of Basketball Operations for the Memphis Grizzlies, says it
this way:
“Possessions are the basic currency of basketball. No
matter what the team does with the ball – scores, turns
the ball over, or misses a shot – the other team gets it
back when they are done. The objective of basketball is to
score more points than the other team: put that in terms
of possessions, and the goal is to score as many points per
possession as possible while limiting the opponent to as
few points per possession as possible.”
Legendary coach Frank McGuire, who coached at both the University
of North Carolina and South Carolina, was actually the first to
introduce possessions as a way to analyze performance in basketball.
His thoughts initially appeared in his book for coaches called
Defensive Basketball published in 1966. Dean Smith, a coaching
icon at North Carolina, was McGuire’s assistant at the time and he
popularized the idea within college basketball coaching circles during
his prestigious career.
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The NBA has been several years ahead of the college game in
possession-based-statistical analysis, but recently one high-profile
coaching hire in the pro ranks had an analytical angle to it when the
Boston Celtics hired Butler’s Brad Stevens.
Stevens already was considered one of the top minds in college
basketball after leading Butler to back-to-back national championship
games in 2010 and 2011, but he was also a full-fledged devotee of
advanced possession-based analytics from an early stage. In his
last season at Butler, Stevens took things even further when as
the Bulldogs coach, Stevens hired Drew Cannon, a Duke graduate
in statistics as well as a Butler MBA student, to conduct statistical
research and scouting.
Currently many college basketball teams use some measure of
possession scoring as a way to evaluate player and team performance.
As an example, consider the Iowa State Cyclones which over the past
five seasons have made yearly progress on their way to becoming one
of the top major-college basketball programs in the country. A major
reason is fifth-year coach Fred Hoiberg, who is well-versed in advanced
analytics due to his time as Vice President of Basketball Operations
with the Minnesota Timberwolves. Because of his NBA experience,
Hoiberg has the Cyclones spreading the floor and playing fast.
Indeed, possession analysis has become an increasingly important
part of college basketball. Dean Oliver, the head of statistical analytics
at ESPN, has written extensively about possession-based statistics
and websites including kenpom, Statsheet and Team Rankings have
made possession based stats easily accessible for the everyday sports
fan. What’s more, sports writers such as Sports Illustrated’s Luke
Winn, and ESPN’s John Gasaway are popularizing their use in the
mainstream media.
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POSSESIONS: WHAT THEY ARE AND HOW TO
CALCULATE THEM
Of course, possessions are not included in the box score, but
calculating the number in a game is actually quite straightforward.
I find it best to think about basketball possessions as the number of
times that a team has the basketball before the other team gets it
back.
When you think about possessions in this way, it’s obvious that both
teams will have the ball the same number of times in a game except
for the instance when one team both starts and ends a half with the
ball, but this difference can never be more than two possessions in a
game and over the course of a number of games it tends to even out.
While you will often hear a television commentator refer to an
offensive rebound as granting a team an “extra possession,” that
is incorrect. Grabbing an offensive rebound extends a possession
– it does not begin a new one. That’s because the opponent never
interrupted the possession by gaining control of the basketball. Of
course, an offensive rebound is very valuable since it allows for an
additional scoring opportunity on the same possession.
Although the number of possessions does not appear in the box
score, we can use the statistics commonly found in the box score to
calculate possessions. That’s because each possession ends with a
recorded stat.
A basketball possession ends in one of three ways:
1. Attempting a shot that is not rebounded by the offense
2. Attempting a free throw
3. Committing a turnover
Since a possession can only end in one of three ways, all we need for
our possession calculation is a tally of the team’s field goal attempts,
free throw attempts, offensive rebounds and turnovers.
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But free throw attempts that end a possession are a tricky number.
That’s because in college basketball possessions can end with one,
two or three free throw attempts. The solution is to multiply free
throw attempts by a factor that provides an accurate estimate of the
number of actual possessions in a game that result in getting to the
free throw line. For college basketball, the consensus factor value is
0.475.
Thus, to calculate possessions for a college basketball game start
with field goal attempts and then add adjusted free throw attempts
(using the factor value of 0.475). Next subtract the number of
offensive rebounds, because attempts that result in an offensive
rebound do not end a possession. Now add turnovers and you have
successfully calculated possessions.
The equation for calculating possessions can be written as:
Possessions = Field goal attempts + (0.475 x Free Throw Attempts) Offensive rebounds + Turnovers.
Or written in short form:
POSS = FGA + 0.475 x FTA - ORB + TO
Obviously, teams that play fast generate more possessions by
shooting early in the shot clock and running at every occasion, while
teams that are more deliberate with their pace and shot selection
have fewer possessions.
In the end, it’s how effectively a team turns its possessions into points
that determines how efficient their offense is and ultimately how
many points they score.
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2.SCORING OPPORTUNITIES

FROM POSSESSIONS TO SCORING OPPORTUNITIES
Once you have estimated, the tempo of the game and the resulting
number of possessions, the next step in predicting the game score
is to focus on the two remaining factors that determine how many
scoring opportunities each team will have in a game.
Yes, that’s right, besides possessions there are two … and only two
actions … that happen on a basketball court that determine the
number of scoring opportunities each team will have and they are:
1. The number of additional scoring opportunities each team
will generate by rebounding their own misses (getting
offensive rebounds).
2. The number of scoring opportunities each team will throw
away by committing turnovers.
When calculating scoring opportunities, offensive rebounds are
positive adjustments to possessions because offensive rebounds
result in additional opportunities to score, making offensive
rebounds extremely valuable. Whereas, turnovers are negative
adjustments to possessions because turnovers eliminate scoring
opportunities.

HIDDEN TREASURES AND DREADFUL DEEDS
I think about offensive rebounds as hidden treasures because with
a little extra effort a team can convert missed shots into additional
scoring opportunities.
On the other hand, a turnover is probably the worst thing that can
happen offensively on the basketball court. That’s because most
turnovers completely waste a possession, meaning they occur
without resulting in a shot attempt. That’s why I refer to turnovers as
dreadful deeds.
After accounting for the factors in a basketball game that only affect
possessions (offensive rebounds and turnovers), the remaining score
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prediction analysis focuses on scoring opportunities: how each team
chooses to use them and how successful each team is in converting its
scoring opportunities into points.
3.ALLOCATING SCORING OPPORTUNITIES

ALLOCATING SCORING OPPORTUNITIES: COACHES
SHOULD USE THE MIDAS TOUCH
As a professional money manager, I am trained to selectively allocate
— or spend — a client’s investment funds because everyone’s
investment capital is limited. Analyzing how a portfolio is allocated
can tell you a lot about an investor’s approach to the financial
markets and their risk tolerance.
I view scoring opportunities in the same way as investment capital
and studying how a team allocates its limited scoring opportunities
(or its basketball investment capital) can provide an insider’s
perspective into their approach to scoring the basketball.
That’s because there are just three ways that scoring opportunities
can be spent:
1. 3-point shot attempts
2. 2-point shot attempts
3. Getting to the free throw line
As an example, consider the Iowa State Cyclones. Led by analytics
disciple Head Coach Frank Hoiberg, Iowa State runs a fast-pace
offense with almost all of their shots coming near the hoop or from
behind the 3-point line.
While at Iowa State, Hoiberg’s main focus has been shot selection
on both ends of the floor. Naturally, it makes sense to attempt highpercentage shots while forcing an opponent to take low-percentage
shots, but Hoiberg and his staff throw statistical weight behind their
philosophy.
As Hoiberg says, “the most valuable shots in basketball are around
the rim and 3-point shots. The least valuable is a mid-range 2-pointer
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— it’s a tough 2-pointer to make and it lacks the reward of a 3-pointer
to make it worthwhile.”
While NBA teams are installing cameras in arenas in order to analyze
the data of how efficient individual players are from certain areas on
the court, Hoiberg is adapting the same concepts, albeit at a lower
budget.
“We chart what the highest true percentage shot is,” Hoiberg says.
“In the NBA it’s the corner three. You want to create as many corner
threes as possible because that’s the shortest 3-point shot on
the floor. In college, it’s not the corner three. But if you can get an
uncontested catch-and-shoot three or a shot at the rim, you know
you’re accomplishing what your offense is supposed to get you.”
4.SCORING EFFICIENCY

SCORING EFFICIENCY IS KEY
In any sport, efficiency is the single most important factor that
controls winning and losing and by how much. In basketball, it comes
down to scoring as many points as possible with each possession of
the basketball.
Shooting percentage is the best measure of scoring efficiency
in basketball. Shooting percentage is simply the ratio of shots
attempted to shots made. Said another way, shooting percentage
measures the probability of a shot attempt resulting in a made
basket.
Shooting percentage is an easy statistic to compute. Only two
numbers are required: the number of shots made, and the number of
total attempts. A team’s shooting percentage is simply the number of
shots made divided by the total number attempted.
The equation is:
Shooting % = Shots Made/Shots Attempted
As an example, consider a team that makes 19 out of 36 2-point
attempts. Their 2-point shooting % is calculated as 19/36 = .528 or
52.8%.
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An estimate of the shooting percentage for each of the three type of
basketball shots that a team can attempt — 3-point shots, 2-points
and free throws — is the final piece that you need to forecast the
score of a college basketball game.

5.GET IN AND WIN SCORE SHEETS

A QUICK REVIEW
To recap, to predict the score of any College Basketball game, you’ll
need an estimate for the following eight statistics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tempo/Possessions
Offensive Rebounds
Turnovers
3-point shot attempts
3-point shot percentage
2-point shot attempts
2-point shot percentage
Free Throw percentage

THE GET IN AND WIN COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORE
SHEETS
To help organize the score prediction process, I created proprietary
Get In and Win College Basketball Score Sheets. The Score Sheets
provide a step-by-step method for forecasting the score of a college
basketball game.
All you have to do is plug the relevant statistics into the easy-to-use
Score Sheet and — presto — out pops an accurate prediction of the
game score.
On the next page you’ll find a blank Get In and Win College Basketball
Score Sheet.
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GET IN AND WIN SCORE SHEET
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
GAME:
DATE:
VISITOR

HOME

Possessions/Tempo
Offensive Rebounds
Turnovers
Scoring Opportunites Available

Scoring Opportunities

Scoring
Atts/
Makes

%

Score Opp.
Used

Points

Scoring
Atts/
Makes

%

Score Opp.
Used

Points

3-Point Attempts
3-Point Made
2-Point Attempts
2-Point Made
Free Throw Attempts
Free Throws Made
Scoring Opportunities Used
TOTAL PREDICTED POINTS
HOME COURT ADVANTAGE

N/A

+4.0

GAME SCORE PREDICTION

LEARN MORE ON HOW TO PREDICT COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES USING SCORE SHEETS! 
Visit www.BookwormSports.com for your copy of Changing the Game.
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WALL STREET USES DUPONT ANALYSIS
The Score Sheet allows you to drill into the detail and analyze the
individual factors that determine the score of the game with just a
few simple inputs.
When analyzing stocks on Wall Street, many professional investors
use a technique called DuPont analysis to drill deeper into the
elements influencing corporate profitability. There are five factors
that determine how much money a company will make: (1) asset
turnover; (2) operating margins; (3) amount of debt; (4) interest rate
paid on debt; and (5) effective income tax rate.
By breaking corporate financial performance into distinct parts and
focusing on the individual pieces, professional money managers
can evaluate how effectively a company is using its assets, leading
them to investment opportunities that are not apparent to less
sophisticated investors.
The Get In and Win College Basketball Score Sheet was developed to
provide college basketball fans with a tool similar to DuPont Analysis.
That’s because the Score Sheet separates the key statistics that
determine how many points a team will score in a game into distinct
pieces so basketball fans can get a better understanding of the
factors influencing team performance.

BEYOND THE BOX SCORE
To pull all of this together, let’s use a Score Sheet to analyze the
results of an actual game so you can see how all of this works.
On the next page you’ll see the box score from a game played on
January 31, 2015 between the Duke Blue Devils and the Virginia
Cavaliers. At the time, Virginia was undefeated and ranked #2 in the
college basketball polls while Duke was ranked #4.
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From the box score, we can see that it was a highly competitive
game with Duke winning 69-63. The box score also contains a lot
of detailed information about each player such as minutes played,
shots attempted, shots made, rebounds, free throws attempted, free
throws made and points scored.
If you are a basketball fan, this information is fun to know and can
even be useful to you. But to know more about how the game was
played you need to drill deeper and that’s where the Score Sheet
comes in.
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In the next chart, you’ll see a Score Sheet analysis of the Duke-Virginia
game.
BY THE NUMBERS: A Bookworm Analysis - SCORE SHEET
COLLEGE BASKETBALL

GAME: Duke Blue Devils vs. Virginia Cavaliers
DATE: Saturday January, 31

BOXSCORE INFORMATION
DUKE
VIRGINIA
FG

28

26

FGA

55

63

3 Made

6

3

3 Att

17

13

FT Made

7

8

FT Att

13

10

OR

11

15

TO

8

7

58.2

59.8

Possessions

VISITOR

HOME

DUKE

VIRGINIA

Possessions/Tempo

59

59

Offensive Rebounds

11

15

Turnovers
Scoring Opportunites Available

Scoring Opportunities
3-Point Attempts
3-Point Made

Scoring
Atpts/
Makes
6
38

2-Point Made

22

Free Throw Attempts

13

Free Throws Made
Scoring Opportunities Used
TOTAL POINTS

7

7

62

67

Score.Opp.
Used

%

17

2-Point Attempts

8

Points

17
35.3

18

3

44

23

23.1

8

9
50

46.0

10
7

Points

13

50

7
53.8

Score.Opp.
Used

%

13

38
57.9

Scoring
Atpts/
Makes

46
4

80.0

62

8
67

69

63

LEARN MORE ON HOW TO PREDICT COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES USING SCORE SHEETS! 
Visit www.BookwormSports.com for your copy of Changing the Game.
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While the box score shows that Duke had 69 points and Virginia
had 63 points, we still know nothing about the pace of the game,
possessions, scoring opportunities or efficiency. That’s why
calculating the game tempo and determining the number of
possessions is the first step in gaining a deeper understanding of how
the game was played.
Using the possessions formula described previously (POSS = FGA +
0.475 x FTA - ORB + TO), we can see that the game was played at a
very slow and deliberate pace. The Score Sheet reports that Duke
had 58.2 possessions and Virginia had 59.8 — the average number of
possessions in a college basketball game is 66.
You’ll recall that I initially said that possessions in a basketball game
must be equal yet the Score Sheet reports Duke with 58.2 and Virginia
with 59.8 Why the difference? There are two reasons.
First, it’s because our possession calculation uses a factor (.475 x
FTA) to estimate the number of possessions ending with free throw
attempts which often causes a possession difference when reviewing
games that have already been played.
Second, it’s a result of team offensive rebounds which occur when a
missed shot is tipped out of bounds by a defensive player, continuing
the possession without an offensive rebound being credited to a
specific player. Team offensive rebounds are not accounted for
separately in the box score.
As we move forward, you will see that these anomalies have little
to no impact when making basketball score predictions, but it does
slightly alter our analysis of box scores. To resolve these differences
simply take the rounded average of the two numbers (in this instance
it’s 58.2 + 59.8/2 = 59) and use that as an estimate for possessions in
determining game tempo.
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Now that we know the number of possessions, we can quickly
determine two other important facts about the game: (1) the number
of additional scoring opportunities each team was able to generate
by getting offensive rebounds and taking better care of the ball
by minimizing turnovers; and (2) how each team used its scoring
opportunities.
While Duke won the game, Virginia had five more scoring
opportunities than Duke. That’s because Virginia had four more
offensive rebounds than Duke (15 for Virginia, compared to 11 for
Duke). Virginia also had one fewer turnover than Duke (7 for Virginia,
compared to 8 for Duke) which also netted Virginia one additional
scoring opportunity.
How did Duke win despite having fewer scoring attempts?
It was primarily because Duke was much more efficient converting
their 2- and 3-point scoring attempts into points. Duke converted on
57.9% of their 2-point attempts (compared to 46% for Virginia). From
behind the 3-point arc, Duke converted on 35.3% of their attempts
(compared to just 23.1% for Virginia).
Virginia had a slight advantage free throw percentage but it wasn’t
enough to overcome Duke’s efficiency on field goal attempts.
What’s also interesting is how each team chose to spend its scoring
opportunities. Duke had 62 scoring opportunities and they used
17 (or 28 percent) on 3-pointers, 38 (or 61 percent) on 2-pointers
and 7 (or 11 percent) getting to the free throw line. On the other
hand, Virginia chose to use 13 (or just 19 percent) of their 67 scoring
opportunities on shots from behind the 3-point line, 50 (or a
whopping 75 percent) on 2-pointers and 4 (or 6 percent) getting to the
charity stripe.
With this information in hand, we now know not only that Duke
won the game, but more importantly, why and how the Blue Devils
were able to win. What’s more, an understanding of this historical
information is extremely useful in predicting the scores of future
games.
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6.GET IN THE GAME

IT’S GAME TIME!
While analyzing games that have already been played can provide
some interesting insights, I find that it’s a lot more challenging and
fun to predict the scores of games that have not yet been played
instead of reviewing box scores.
That means it’s time to get your pencil sharpened so we can get down
to it!
Recall that the first step in formulating an accurate score prediction is
estimating the following key game statistics for each team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tempo/Possessions
Offensive Rebounds
Turnovers
3-point shot attempts
3-point shot percentage
2-point shot attempts
2-point shot percentage
Free Throw percentage

How do you come up with an estimate for each of these statistics?
In order to avoid guessing, I suggest looking at the per-game
season averages for each team. You can get these stats for free by
sorting through various basketball websites but I recommend using
www.sports-reference.com/cbb/.
You can also find them in the membership section of my website
www.bookwormsports.com but you’ll be asked to pay a small
weekly administrative fee to cover the cost of organizing them and
presenting them to you in an easy-to-use format.
While the Bookworm Stats may cost a couple of bucks a week, I think
you’ll find that they are worth it because with the Bookworm Stats in
hand you can spend your time making score predictions instead of
digging up and refining the underlying information.
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Once you have gathered your stats, you’re ready to move on in the
score prediction process.
The table below reports the per-game season-average key statistics
for the Kentucky Wildcats and the Duke Blue Devils as of February 2,
2015.
DUKE
Offense
Possessions

KENTUCKY

Defense

67.3

Offense

Defense

64.5

Offensive Rebounds

12.2

10.2

13.6

12.8

Turnovers

11.2

12.6

11.1

15.4

3-Point Attempts

19.9

15.9

16.2

17.5

37.6%

29.7%

36.1%

26.9%

36.9

42.4

38.7

36.6

2-Point %

56.3%

47.5%

50.4%

35.3%

Free Throw %

69.0%

N/A

69.0%

N/A

3-Point %
2-Point Attempts

Let’s use these statistics and put them in a Get In and Win College
Basketball Score Sheet to predict the score of an imaginary game
played between the Wildcats and the Blue Devils at Cameron Indoor
Stadium in Durham, North Carolina. See the results on the next page.
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BY THE NUMBERS: A Bookworm Analysis - SCORE SHEET
COLLEGE BASKETBALL

GAME: Kentucky Wildcats vs. Duke Blue Devils
DATE:
VISITOR

HOME

KENTUCKY

DUKE

Possessions/Tempo

65.5

65.5

Offensive Rebounds

12.8

14.4

Turnovers

10.8

13.4

Scoring Opportunites Available

67.5

66.5

Scoring
Atpts/
Makes

Scoring Opportunities
3-Point Attempts

Score.Opp.
Used

%

13.8

3-Point Made

4.3

2-Point Attempts

45.7

2-Point Made

22.6

Free Throw Attempts

16.7

Free Throws Made

11.5

Points

13.8
31.4%

13.0

5.5

45.2

15.5

29.5%

14.8

41.1%

TOTAL PREDICTED POINTS

30.9
10.2

69.0%

67.5

Scoring Opportunities Used

16.6
37.6

21.4
11.5

14.8
66.5

69.8

HOME COURT ADVANTAGE

62.3
+4

N/A

GAME SCORE PREDICTION

69.8

66.3

KENTUCKY
NCAA

Kentucky

Duke

Average

Offense

Defense

Points

18.8

37.6

7.9
69.0%

Score.Opp.
Used

%

18.8

45.7
49.5%

Scoring
Atpts/
Makes

DUKE
Predicted

Duke

Kentucky

Offense

Defense

Predicted

Tempo

66.3

64.5

N/A

65.5

67.3

N/A

65.5

Offensive Rebounds

10.8

13.6

10.2

12.8

12.2

12.8

14.4

Turnovers

12.9

11.1

12.6

10.8

11.2

15.4

13.4

3-Point Attempts

18.6

16.2

15.9

13.8

19.9

17.5

18.8

2-Point Attempts

35.9

38.7

42.4

45.7

36.9

36.6

37.6

3-Point Made %

34.2%

36.1%

29.7%

31.4%

37.6%

26.9%

29.5%

2-Point Made %

48.3%

50.4%

47.5%

49.5%

56.3%

35.3%

41.1%

Free Throws Made %

68.9%

69.0%

N/A

69.0%

69.0%

69.0%

LEARN MORE ON HOW TO PREDICT COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES USING SCORE SHEETS!
Visit www.BookwormSports.com for your copy of Changing the Game.
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As you can see this Score Sheet Analysis takes the season-average
key statistics for the Wildcats and the Blue Devils and then combines
them with season-average stats for all of major-college basketball
using a time-tested statistical technique to calculate the expected
result for each key statistic. It then reports the final score for the Blue
Devils-Wildcats matchup.
This Score Sheet predicts the game will be played at an average
tempo resulting in 65.5 possessions and that each team will have
about 67 scoring opportunities.
What’s more, the Score Sheet shows the Wildcats are likely to defeat
the Blue Devils by a score of 70-66, despite the 4-point advantage the
Blue Devils receive because they are playing on their home court.
It also reveals that it’s the Wildcats’ dominating defense that is the
likely key to Kentucky’s predicted victory over the Blue Devils.
Specifically, the Score Sheet forecasts that Duke will connect on
only 29.5 percent of their 3-point attempts (compared to their 37.6
percent season average) and convert only 41.1 percent of their
2-point attempts into points (compared to their 56.3 percent season
average).
When preparing your statistical inputs, it’s important to note that
it’s unnecessary to come up with an estimate of possessions that
result in free throw attempts. That’s because scoring opportunities
available must equal scoring opportunities used. Since possessions
used on 3-point and 2-point attempts are an estimated input,
free throw possessions becoming the balancing factor and are
determined by deduction.
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GET OUT OF THE BLEACHERS AND IN THE GAME!
An excel Score Sheet (similar to the one for the Duke-Kentucky game)
that performs all the calculations for you is available for free on the
Bookworm Sports website (link). It’s in the Free Stuff section (link).
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ENTER YOUR ESTIMATES FOR THE KEY STATS
INTO THE SCORE SHEET AND OUT WILL POP THE EXPECTED RESULT
OF THE GAME. THE SCORE SHEET DOES ALL THE MATHEMATICAL
HEAVY LIFTING FOR YOU!
You can even change your inputs for different game scenarios and
watch the score prediction adjust in real time.
IT’S EASY, FUN AND BEST OF ALL, THE RESULT IS STATISTICALLY
ACCURATE!
For those interested in the mathematical theory supporting the Score
Sheet’s predicted results for each team’s stats, there’s an explanation
in the FAQ section of the website (link).
Of course, crunching the numbers is just where the score prediction
fun begins. To really get it right, you need to consider how the teams
matchup against each other and adjust the calculated numbers up or
down based on your own experience, knowledge and judgment. You
can purchase the Get In and Win College Basketball Matchup Analysis
Charts in the membership section of the website (link).
That’s because, in the end, it’s your own expert insights into college
basketball that will give you the winning edge! But the Get In and Win
By-The-Numbers Score Sheet Analysis is a great starting point.
And it’s a lot of fun too!!! Try it and I think you’ll agree!!!

Please feel free to email me (bill@BookwormSports.com) with your
questions or comments.
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